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Spectral fine-structure

in the polarisation of skylight

I. Aben•, F. Helderman
•, D.M. Stame'3'4,andP. Stammes
3
changein the polarisationat 761 nm, corresponding
to
a molecularabsorptionband of oxygen,was observed.
It wasproposedby $tammeset at. [1994]that increasing oxygenabsorptionfavoursscatteringof sunlightat
higheraltitudesin the atmosphere,and that this results in a changeof the polarisationwith wavelength
illustrated with radiative transfer calculations. In par- reflectingthe variationof scatterers
with altitude. The
ticular, radiative transfer calculationssuggestthe po- studiesby $tammes et at. and Preuskeret at. were,
tential of high-spectralresolution polarimetry within however,limited to the wavelengthregionfrom 650 to
absorptionbands for remote sensingof aerosolvertical 850 nm. In the presentwork we extendedthe wavedistribution, which is relevant to the Earth's radiation lengthregionto the visibleandultra-violetto coverthe
budgetand ozonehole chemistry.In addition, the pres- rangefrom 300 to 800 nm. As a result, muchmore
enceof spectralfine-structurein the polarisationof sky- spectralstructurewas observedwhich coincideswith

Abstract. High-spectral resolutionpolarisationmeasurementsof the clear daylight sky revealan unexpected
rich spectral fine-structure in the polarisation superimposed on the more familiar broad-band continuum.
This polarisation spectrum showsthe spectral fingerprints of scattering and absorptionprocesseswhich is

light also has relevanceto radiancemeasurementsper- solar Fraunhofer lines and molecular absorption bands
formed with polarisation sensitivespectrometers,such of ozone(O3), oxygen(O2) andwatervapour(H2O).
as the space-basedGOME instrument.

Experimental
Introduction

The polarisation measurementshave been performed
with the ground-basedGlobal OzoneMonitoring ExperTraditionally, polarisation observationsof the day- iment Bread Board Model (GOME BBM). The GOME
light sky are beingperformedusingbroad-bandspectral BBM is a four-channel grating spectrometercovering
filters [Coutson,1988]. The so measuredpolarisation the ultra-violet (UV), visible (VIS) and near-infrared
is explainedby scatteringby air molecules[Rayteigh, (NIR) wavelength
range(240- 790nm), with a 0.17-0.33

1871; Chandrasekhar,
1950], aerosolscattering[Cout- nm spectral resolution, equivalent to GOME on board
son,1988],andsurface
reflection[Chandrasekhar,
1950]. the ERS-2 satellite [ESA, 1995]. Each channelhas a

Hence, it has been commonlyassumedthat the skylight polarisationexhibitspurebroad-bandspectralbehaviour in contrast with the spectrally rich radiance
spectra. However,in 1970 Lenoblepredicted[Lenobte,
1970]that for diffuselyreflectedradiationin a homogeneousRayleigh atmosphere,the polarisationin absorption bands should be higher due to enhancedsingle scatteringcomparedto the polarisationoutsidethe
absorptionband. Recently,a few polarisationmeasurements of diffuselytransmitted radiation were reported

1024-diode array detector which is cooled to 236 K to
reduce detector noise. Due to the strong UV absorption by O3 in the Earth's atmospherethe ground-based
measurementsare limited at the short-wavelengthend
to 305 nm. The polarisation is determined through relative measurements; therefore no radiometric calibration of the GOME

BBM

is needed.

Radiometric

and

spectral stability is achievedby operating the GOME
BBM in vacuum and stabilisingthe optical bench temperature. Atmospheric radiation collimated by a lens,
[Stareroes
et al., 1994;Preuskeret at., 1995]confirming passesthrough a rotatable Glan-Thompson polariser,
that the polarisationof skylight indeedshowsvariation
and is.focusedonto a fibre bundle. The resulting fieldon a high-spectralresolutionscalewhenobserved
within of-view is approximately 2ø. The fibre bundle transan absorption band. In these measurementsa sharp ports the light to the spectrometerwhile scramblingthe
polarisation of the light, thereby eliminating the influ1SpaceResearchOrganizationNetherlands(SRON),- ence of the polarisation sensitivity of the spectrometer
Utrecht, The Netherlands
on the polarisation measurements.Atmospheric radia•'Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Univertion measurementscan be performed for any part of the
siteit (VU), Amsterdam,The Netherlands
3RoyalNetherlandsMeteorological
Institute(KNMI), De sky as the optics and fibre bundle are fed into a remote
control telescopemount. The degreeof linear polarisaBilt, The Netherlands

tion [Hansenand Travis,1974]henceforthreferredto as

4Now at SRON

the polarisation, is determined by measuringthe atmospheric radiation with the polariser under three different orientations, chosen60øapart. Typical integration

Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
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times for the individual
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radiation

measurements

are 10
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to 100 secondsresulting in a total integrationtime of
at most a few minutes for each polarisationspectrum.
The measurementsite is located in a surroundingof
vegetationand buildings.
Results

and

IN THE POLARISATION

C•A•.0.4

0.6

discussion
0.4

All observationspresentedhere have been obtained
on April, 7, 1997, whichwas a cloud-freeday. The po-

0.3

larisation of the zenith sky was measuredin the morn0.2

ing for three different solar zenith angles(SZAs) and
is shown in Figure 1. The polarisation measured in
zenith decreaseswith rising sun, which is consistent
with the angular behaviourof polarisationby Rayleigh
scattering, having its maximum at 90øscatteringangle.
The spectral appearance of the polarisation is similar
for different SZA. All curves show a wealth of spectral fine-structure, particularly in the UV and the NIR.
In the following, we will present a qualitative discussion of the observedspectral behaviour of the polarisation on the basis of radiative transfer calculationspresentedin Figure 2 for a pure molecularatmosphereand
an atmospherewith aerosoladded, for two wavelength-
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Figure 2. The degree of linear polarisation of the
zenith sky for a solar zenith angle of 66øas calcu-

latedwith the doubling-adding
method[De Haan et al.,
1987]. Calculationsare shownfor a pure molecularatmosphere,denoted by "Clear", and an atmospherewith
aerosol added, denoted by "Aerosol". In both cases
the calculations are performed for two different surface
albedos,As=0.0 and A8-0.4.
is 0.08 at 500 nm, determined from direct sun mea-

surementswith the GOME BBM on April, 7, 1997.
The aerosol vertical distribution is adapted from the

independentsurfacealbedos,namelya blacksurface(As
WMO aerosolprofiles[WMO, 1983],with the aerosol
- 0.0) and a highly reflectingsurface(As - 0.4).
layersrangingfrom
The radiative transfer code usedfully includesmulti- distributed over four homogeneous

ple scatteringand polarisation[De Haan et al., 1987]. 0-2km,
Molecular absorption is included in the model for 03

2- 12km, 12-30kmand30100km. In the
troposphere, up to 12 km, we assumeddust-like aerosol

in the UV and the VlS (Hugginsand Chappuisbands [WMO, 1983]whichis consistentwith the aerosolsize
respectively)and for 02 around761 nm (A band), be- retrieved from the direct sun measurements,with opcause these are the most prominent absorbers in the tical thicknessof 0.075. Above 12 km, the atmosphere
stratospheric
aerosol[WMO, 1983]
observedwavelengthregion. A Mid-Latitude Summer containsbackground
(75%
H2SO4
in
water)
with
optical
thickness0.005. The
atmosphere[McClatcheyet al., 1972]consisting
of 32
scattering
properties
of
the
aerosols
are calculatedusing
plane-parallel homogeneouslayers is used, where the
Mie-theory
[Van
De
Hulst,
1957].
The
surfacereflection
column density of 03 is fixed to 300 DU, as measured
is
assumed
to
be
isotropic
and
depolarising
whichis conat KNMI, De Bilt, on April, 7, 1997. For the aerosolsidered
adequate
for
modelling
polarisation
of diffusely
added atmospheres,the total aerosoloptical thickness
transmitted

0.7

The calculations in Figure 2 illustrate the various
radiative transfer processescausing, respectively,the
broad-band and narrow-band spectral features in the
polarisation. At wavelengthsnear 300 nm, the radiation arisespredominantlyfrom singlescatteringbecause

,
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Figure 1. The degree of linear polarisation of the
cloud-freezenith sky as a functionof wavelengthfrom
305 to 794 nm, for three valuesof the solarzenith angle
(SZA), as measuredat SRON, Utrecht, The Netherlands (52.1øN, 5.2øE) on the morningof April, 7, 1997.
Superimposedon the broad-band continuum, spectral
fine-structure in the polarisation is observed.

of the strong03 absorption,resultingin a high degree
of polarisation. With increasingwavelength,the polarisation drops because03 absorption decreasesand
multiple scatteringbecomesmore important. Beyond
A •- 320 nm a smoothly increasingpolarisationis apparent which is due to the wavelengthdependenceof
the Rayleighscatteringoptical thickness.In the hypothetical case of a pure molecular atmospherewithout
any reflectionfrom the surface(As - 0.0), the polarisation will tend to its singlescattering value near the
long wavelengthend of the spectrum. The addition of
aerosolsto the atmospheremodel reducesthe polarisation acrossthe entire spectrum(Fig. 2), but most
pronouncedat longer wavelengths,which agreeswith
our observations.

Model calculations

further

show that

a high surface albedo leads to depolarisationof sky-
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light [Chandrasekhar,
1950]. Therefore,we attribute
the sharp decrease in polarisation observed above 700

nm (Fig. 1) to the reflectionof surroundingvegetation
whichhas indeeda high albedoin the NIR [Bowkeret
al., 1985].
The spectral fine-structure observedin the UV coincides with

solar

Fraunhofer

lines

as demonstrated

0.40

.o_
'•

0.35

o
o

(!) 0.30

in

Figure 3 which shows a comparison of the groundbased polarisation measurementswith the space-based
GOME measurementof the extra-terrestrial solar spectrum. This suggeststhat most of the observedUV fine-

C3 0.25

c
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•5 ....
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Wavelength(nm)

structureis related to the Ring effect [Grainget and Figure 4. The degree of linear polarisation of the
Ring, 1962; Brinkmann, 1968]. This phenomenonis zenith sky as calculated for the O2-A band for three
known from radiance spectra where the depths of solar different aerosolprofiles with a fixed aerosoloptical
Fraunhofer lines observedin skylight are smaller than thicknessof 0.08 at 500 nm. Curve (A) represents
thoseobservedin direct sunlight. Differentexplanations

an atmospherewith all aerosolin the troposphereus-

ing dust-likeaerosol,curve(C) an atmospherewith all
of the Ring effecthavebeenput forward[Kattawar et aerosol in the stratosphere using background stratoal., 1981],but it is nowgenerallyacceptedthat inelas- sphericaerosol,and curve(B) an atmospherewith 50%
tic rotational Raman scattering is the major cause of

of the aerosolin the troposphereand 50% in the strato-

the Ring effect [Solomonet al., 1987;Fish and Jones, sphere. Here the solar zenith angleis 66øandAs - 0.4.
1995;Joineret al., 1995)]. Ramanscatteringby Ns and

spectral fine-structure in the polarisationis observedin
the NIR. Thesefeaturescoincidewith molecularabsorption bands of H20 around 725 nm, and of 02 around
761 nm (A band) and 687 nm (B band). Radiative
transfer calculations of the O2-A band, illustrated for
a realisticcaseby the curve"Aerosol,As=0.4" in Figure 2, showthat the polarisationof the zenith sky outsidethe band is mainly determinedby singleand multiple scatteringin the denselower atmosphericlayers,
containingmoleculesand troposphericaerosols,and by
surfacereflection. However,for high absorptionoptical thicknessesinside the O2-A band, the zenith sky
polarisation is dominated by radiation that has taken
in the polarisation below 310 nm.
Towardslonger wavelengthsmolecularscattering, in- the shortestpath through the atmosphere,and thus has
cludingrotational Raman scattering,becomesmuchless been singlyscatteredin the tenuousupper atmospheric
important(/k-4). Nevertheless,
someverypronouncedlayersby moleculesor stratosphericaerosols[$tammes
et al., 1994;$tam et al., 1997],resultingin a higherpolarisation in this particular case. In other words,with
increasing Os absorption optical thicknessinside the
band, the zenith sky radiation has been scattered at
increasingaltitudes. Becausedifferent scatteringproo.5
cessesdominate inside and outsidethe Os-A band, the
0.4
polarisation will generally be different. The sensitiv-

Os shiftsthe wavelengthsand has a depolarisingeffect,
resulting in less polarised light in the dark Fraunhofer
lines which agreeswith our observations.BecauseRaman scattering is not included in our radiative transfer
calculations,the polarisation fine-structure corresponding to the Fraunhofer lines doesnot show up in Figure
2. The model calculations show somepolarisation spectral fine-structure around 310 nm coinciding with the
spectral fine-structure of O3 absorption. In the measurementsthis structure is hidden by the stronger Ring
lines. The characteristic broad-band 03 absorption in
the UV, however,is clearlyvisible(Figure 1, SZA=79ø)

B

2000
•

ity of the polarisation in the Os-A band for the verti-

cal distributionof aerosolis further illustratedin Fig1000;:•
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ure 4, where calculations are shown for three model atmosphereswith equal total aerosoloptical thicknessat

500 nm but with differentaerosolprofiles,rangingfrom
all aerosolin the troposphereto all aerosolin the strato-

Figure 3. The UV part of the zenith sky polarisation sphere. The large differencesbetweenthe polarisation
spectrumfor SZA - 79øisshownin moredetail (top). insideand outsidethe band suggestthe potential of us-

The spectralfine-structure in the measuredpolarisation ing high-spectral resolution polarisation measurements
coincidescloselywith the Fraunhofer lines in the extra- of the Os-A band to obtain aerosolprofiles.

terrestrialsolarirradiancespectrum(bottom). The latter has been measuredon April, 7, 1997, by GOME on Conclusions and implications
ERS-2. Even the smallest spectral features in the poHere for the first time spectral fine-structure in the
larisation coincide with Fraunhofer lines, which demonstratesthe precision
(-• 10-3) of the measurements. polarisation of skylight from the ultra-violet to the
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near-infrared has been presented. This spectral fine-
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Fish, D.J., and R.L. Jones, Rotational Raman scattering

and the Ring effect in zenith sky spectra. Geophys. Res.
structureis due to two differentprocesses:(1) AtmoLett., 22, 811- 814, 1995.
sphericgasabsorption,especiallyby O2 and H20. This
Grainger,
J.F., and J. Ring, AnomalousFraunhoferline proprocessis most clear in the visible and near-IR, but also
files. Nature, 193, 762, 1962.
in the UV (03). (2) The Ring effect. This processis Hansen, J.E., and L.D. Travis, Light scattering in planetary
most clear in Fraunhofer

lines in the UV.

We have shownusing radiative transfer calculations
that the high-spectralresolutionpolarisationmeasurements in the O2-A band potentially offer a new method
for remote sensingof aerosolin the Earth's atmosphere,
combiningthe advantagesof polarimetry and spectrometry. Polarimetry has a high measurementaccuracyand
is sensitiveto aerosolmicrophysics
[Hansenand Travis,
1974;Mishchenkoand Travis,1997]ashasbeendemonstratedrecentlyfor the Earth's atmosphere[Hermanet
al., 1997;Deuzdet al., 1997].
In addition, we want to point out the implications
of our findings for interpretation of radiance measurementsby the space-basedGONE spectrometer.GONE
is a polarisation sensitive spectrometer measuring the

atmospheres. Space Sci. Rev., 16, 527- 610, 1974.
Herman, M., J.L. Deuz6, C. Devaux, P. Goloub, F.M. Br6on,
and D. Tanr6, Remote sensingof aerosolsover land surfaces including polarization measurements and application to POLDER measurements. J. Geophys. Res., 102,
17039 - 17049, 1997.
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McPeters, and H. Park, Rotational Raman scattering

(Ring effect) in satellite backscatterultraviolet measurements. Appl. Optics, 3•, 4513- 4525, 1995.
Kattawar, G.W., A.T. Young, and T.J. Humphreys, Inelastic scattering in planetary atmospheres. I. The Ring effect, without aerosols. Astrophys. J., 2•3, 1049-1057,
1981.
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Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, 10, 533 - 556, 1970.
McClatchey, R.A., R.W. Fenn, J.E.A. Selby, F.E. Volz,
and J.S. Garing, Optical properties of the atmosphere,
AFCRL-72.0497, US Air ForceCambridgeResearchLabs,-

solar radiation backscatteredby the Earth's atmosphere
with high-spectralresolution. It measuresthe polarisa1972.
tion of the incoming light with three broad-band polarMishchenko,
M.I., and L.D. Travis, Satellite retrieval of
isation filters to account for the instrument polarisation
aerosolproperties over the oceanusingpolarization as well
sensitivity. However, sincethe spectral resolutionof the
as intensity of reflected sunlight. J. Geophys. Res., 102,
polarisation measurementsis much lower than the spec16989- 17013, 1997.
tral resolution of the radiance measurements, polarisa- Preusker•R., U. BSttger, and J. Fischer, Spectral and bidirectional measurements of the Stokes vector in the O2
tion spectral fine-structure, as observedin the present
A band and their interpretation, In AtmosphericSensing
work, is thereby neglected. Consequently,errors are
and ModelingII, (Ed Santer, R.P.) Proceedingsof SPIE
introduced in the absolute radiances of the solar Fraun-

Vol. 2582, 13- 20, 1995.
Rayleigh, Lord, On the light from the sky, its polarization
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